inspired by wood

natural beauty protected
catalog of products for the decoration and protection of wood
2022
LuxDecor impregnations, stains, oils
varnishes, stains, varnishes for wood.
for indoor and outdoor use
easy to apply and safe
create a durable coating

natural
beauty
protected

we inspire
at home
we advise
in the garden

LuxDecor is a brand that brings together modern, eco-friendly and easy-touse products for decorative wood protection. Their main advantages include
high quality, original colours and long-lasting resistance to all factors that
affect wood. Using LuxDecor brand products, you can renew and protect all
wooden constructions indoors and outdoors for years.
The brand is owned by Unicell International, a manufacturer of paints and
construction chemicals. The company has been operating since 1998. Since
the beginning, it has been successfully and consistently building its position
domestically and internationally. As of 2019, Unicell International is part of the
international Flugger Group, one of the leading manufacturers of paints and
construction chemicals in Europe.
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Impregnate
for garden
wood
LuxDecor garden impregnate is an
effective preparation for the protection
and decoration of wood. The product
contains natural waxes that repel water
and thus increase the durability and
strength of the wood. Thanks to its gel
consistency, it is ideal for vertical
surfaces, does not drip or run and is
easy to spread.
Recommended for:
• fences,
• cottages,
• gazebos,
• pergolas.

Get the job
done in 1 day
impregnate for garden wood • impregnate for garden wood • impregnate for garden wood • impregnate for garden wood •

Where is it used?
LuxDecor garden impregnate is intended for painting outdoor garden wood:
fences, pergolas, gazebos, palisades, fence pickets, tool sheds, playgrounds,
swings and other garden architecture. Especially recommended for painting
unpolished wood.

pine

chestnut

walnut

mahogany

teak

palisander

green

grey
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The most natural finish The most natural finish

new in
the offer

The most
natural
finish
Water oil for wood
The product is based on natural components (water
and vegetable oils). The product is easy to apply and
colors are highly durable.
Properly applied, it protects the wood against moisture
and dirt. It provides a long-term protection against the
harmful effects of: moisture, mold, fungi and UV rays.

Back to nature
Environmentally friendly oil for indoor
and outdoor use. It deeply penetrates
the structure of the wood and as a result
it beautifully emphasizes the natural grain
pattern. Thanks to its excellent penetration,
it does not flake off the surface and it effectively
prevents cracks.

Satin finish
white

grey

oak

walnut

Depending on the number of layers applied, two
different effects can be obtained. One layer guarantees
a matt coating while two (or more layers) give the wood
a subtle shine and pleasant-to- touch finish.
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Terrace
integrated
into the
surroundings
Water oil for terraces

No cracks
The oil deeply penetrates
and strengthens the structure.
It prevents water ingress. The
lack of coating allows the
wood to breathe and transport moisture that reduces
the formation of cracks.

For all types of wood

new in
the offer

The oil is designed for outdoor wood impregnation
and decoration. It retains the natural look of the
wood and the painted substrate is protected
against harmful effects of external factors.

Due to the content of resins, the product
can be used for terraces made of deciduous,
coniferous and exotic wood.

white

grey

chestnut

black
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njord wood paint • njord wood paint • njord wood paint • njord wood paint • njord wood paint • njord wood paint

It combines
the best
features of
impregnation
and paint
Njord wood paint
Njord is a wood paint featuring extreme resistance, designed for coating
outdoor wooden surfaces. The product is hydrophobic.
Due to ecological content, Njord meets the requirements of PN-EN 71-3,
”Toys safety” standard.

Trendy colors inspired by Scandinavian nature
Njord Wood paint is available in 14 original colors each of which
evokes associations with the austerity and beauty of Scandinavia.

snow
of the north

misty
meadow

rocky
shore

herd
of reindeer

dried dill

depth of
fjord

winter sun

flowing
lava

fisherman’s
house

icelandic
valley

volcanic
beach

clear sky

viking’s
ship

polar night

Perfect for finishing a wooden house
Njord Wood paint is an ecological product- it does
not contain any harmful solvents. Its smell is gentle
and practically imperceptible.
Additionally, it has excellent coverage and spreads
very well without leaving any streaks.
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Wood
without
discolouration

before / after
Njord
Separating
Primer
The Njord Separating Primer is a clear, water
-soluble product especially recommended for
elements made of oak, ash and exotic wood.

Wooden facade restoration
The charm and beauty of wooden houses are
indisputable. With products from LuxDecor Njord
line you can be sure that the exterior walls of
your home will be exquisite, but also properly
protected.

Suitable for use before the application of light
colors of enamels, varnishes, stain varnishes
and acrylic wood stains of Luxdecor brand.

No stains
When applied on wood, it stops tannins from
migrating, which effectively prevents yellowing
and darkening of the surface to be painted.
It significantly reduces the risk of discoloration.

Njord Separating Primer
Apply to a wood that has been cleaned of old paint coatings.
This will even out the entire substrate absorption and protect
it against the unattractive discoloration.

s

x

Perfect for beginners
The product is ready-to-use. It increases
adhesion of subsequent impregnation layers
and levels the absorbency of the substrate
- which facilitates further work.

Njord Wood paint
It is a product whose
colors refer to the houses
in Scandinavia. It combines the best features
of paint (covering and
satin coating) and wood
preservative (resistance
to weather conditions,
attack by fungi and mold,
and moisture).
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wood impregnation • wood impregnation • wood impregnation • wood impregnation • wood impregnation • wood impregnation

Protection
and decoration
for the most
demanding ones

Wood stain
The product is based on acrylic
resin. It is intended for protection
and decoration of wood and woodlike materials. It does not contain
solvents and it is non-flammable
and odorless.
The Impregnation meets the
requirements of PN-EN71-3
„Toys safety” standard.

4 capacities available

The content of natural waxes

The product is available in: 1 l, 3 l, 5 l, 10 l. Such a wide range of capacities allows
for precise calculation and purchase of the amount necessary to impregnate
a chosen surface.

The addition of the highest-quality natural wax
makes the impregnated surface repel water.
By cutting off the water absorption, the product
prevents the growth of mold, fungi, and decay,
and thus increases the life of the wood.

Recommended for first impregnation
colorless

white

gray

fir

light oak

oak

chestnut

cedar

mahogany

teak

palisander

venge

Wood impregnation is perfect for the first protection
of the wood. It deeply penetrates into its structure,
guaranteeing the durability of the color and coating.
It applies very easily and does not drip.
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woodstain varnish • woodstain varnish • woodstain varnish • woodstain varnish • woodstain varnish

Protects
and gives
shine

Guarantee of quick work progress
Painting the wood with Woodstain varnish is
a guarantee of quick work progress as the second
layer may be applied just after 30-45 minutes.
Note! Applying more layers increases the gloss,
but reduces the transparency of the coating.

Complete protection
The product creates a topcoat that perfectly rotects
the wood and gives it a shine. It colors and emphasizes the natural texture of the wood, enhancing the
grain pattern. It protects against UV rays.

Woodstain varnish

colorless

white

light oak

oak

cedar

pine

nut

teak

venge

palisander

mahogany

Woodstain varnish is a protective and decorative product
for wood that does not contain any harmful nor chemically
aggressive substances.
Ecological and odorless formula makes the product meet
the requirements of PN-EN71-3 „Toys safety” standard.
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do it yourself do it yourself do it yourself

An atmospheric
summer house
The summer house offers the possibility
of interaction with nature. As a result, it is
worth protecting it so that it integrates
into the surroundings.

furniture
facades, fences
pergolas, doors
windows

Painting of garden
architecture

YOU CAN
MAKE
IT EASY

A beautiful garden is a unique composition of properly
selected elements. Among them are wooden pergolas.
It is worth to expose them and give them a noble shine.

Woodstain varnish
It is a product that not only protects the wood against
weather conditions and UV rays but also it gives the
wood a durable color.

LuxDecor Lasure is a decorative and protective product that creates a semitransparent
coating with a satin finish. Therefore it beautifully emphasizes the natural wood grain.
Apply two thin layers. Spread the product
along the wood grains. Use a brush to paint.

gazebos,
fences, doors
shuttering
garden furniture
paneling
wooden
soffits

Before you start painting with Woodstain varnish, make
sure that the surface has been properly prepared - remove all dust and dirt.
Paint with a brush. Avoid creation of streaks.
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wood lasure • wood lasure • lasure for wood • wood lasure • lasure for wood

It colors and emphasizes
the wood grains
The product penetrates into the wood, giving
it a color and creating a satin gloss coating
on the surface.
In addition, it emphasizes the wood texture and
grains. It is available in a wide range of natural
colors thanks to which it can be used for many
purposes.

Emphasizes
the natural
wood texture

Garden furniture always clean
Lasure creates a topcoat that protects the wood
against the ingress of dirt and thus facilitates cleaning
and annual maintenance between seasons.

Wood lasure
Lasure is a water-based product intended
for decorative and protctive painting of the
wood. It makes the wood resistant to harmful
weather conditions.
Ecological and odorless formula makes the
product meet the requirements of PN-EN71-3
„Toys safety” standard.

colorless

white

gray

pine

gold oak

teak

cherry

merbau

mahogany

dark nut

palisander

venge
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wood stain • wood stain • wood stain • wood stain

For
a flawless
finish!

Colours the wood and highlights its grain.
Odourless, economical and environmentally friendly.
Meets the requirements of the standard PN-EN 71-3
“Safety of toys”. Creates a durable, UV-resistant colour
when dry. Available in 12 colours.

Wide range of applications
Wood stain is recommended for furniture, windows,
doors, wood panelling and other wooden elements.
It can be used alone or as a primer for varnishes.

Wood stain
Wood stain is a water-dilutable preparation containing
acrylic dispersions. It is used as an agent for the decorative
colouring of wood in interiors. It highlights the structure and
grain of the wood.

white

light grey

grey

dark cherry

oak

teak

cedr

nut

mahogany

dark nut

palisander

ebony
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acrylic enamel • acrylic enamel • acrylic enamel • acrylic enamel • acrylic enamel • acrylic enamel

Safety of household members

Trendy
colors
for years
Acrylic enamel
The product is based on acrylic resin. It is intended for protection
and decoration of wood and wood-like materials. It contains
the highest quality natural waxes that repel water and therefore
increase durability and strength of the wood. It easily spreads
and does not drip during painting.

Laboratory tests prove that LuxDecor acrylic Enamel is a safe product for
the user. The product meets the requirements of PN-EN71-3 „Toys safety”
standard and as a result it may be used in any room including the child’s
room. It can be applied to elements with which the child has direct contact:
beds, cabinets, chairs, toys, etc.

Wide range of use
The product is characterized by good coverage and substrate
adhesion. It can also be used on metal surfaces – just after
priming them with anti-corrosion paint.

Matt and gloss
Acrylic Enamel offers a wide range of colors and possibilities. The interiors
can be arranged in any style. Enamel is available in two types of coating:
matt and gloss - this significantly extends the scope of its use.
matt

snow
white

ivory

vanila
cream

caffe
latte

havana
cigar

tea
leaf

lavender
hill

pink
elephant

big
blue

november
sky

mountain
peak

absolute
black

champagne
party

sand
storm

walnut
forest

hot
chocolate

wild
herbs

egyptian
sun

red
corals

morning
fog

silent
twilight

hardened
steel

black
diamond

gloss

white
crystal
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spackling paste • spackling paste • spackling paste • spackling paste

Durable and elastic coating
Very easy to apply. Forms a very durable and
elastic film after drying, which can be sanded
and varnished.

Ecologically harmless

Universal
repair
compound
Spackling paste

The spackling paste does not contain solvents
and other harmful and chemically aggressive
substances. It is a durable and safe product
for the user.

white

spruce

pine

light pine

dark pine

natural
oak

light oak

oak

dark oak

palisander

Spackling paste for wood is used to fill scratches and
small cracks on the surface of wood and wood-like
elements (furniture, doors, floors, plywood).
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fire-rated wood impregnate • fire-rated wood impregnate • fire-rated wood impregnate •

Protektor
Impregnate for
construction timber
A product for the protection of construction
timber, rafter framing and other wooden
elements indoors and outdoors. It is recommended as a primer for decorative impregnates, varnishes and stain varnishes.

Complete protection
and preservation
Prolongs the life of timber and protects it
from weathering and biological attack. Protects against fungi and household insects.

Extremely effective
The impregnate is very efficient and easy to
apply. After application, it penetrates deep
into the wood and forms a durable and
effective protective barrier. It is available in
a colourless version and with a control colour.
It has no decorative function

Fire-rated
wood impregnate
colores

brown

palisander

green

A preparation for the protection of construction timber
against fire. Ready for use. For indoor and outdoor use
in places where it cannot be washed out.

Complete protection and preservation
The product additionally protects the wood against
biological attack. It penetrates deep into the structure and forms a durable and effective protective
barrier against fungal attack and wood-destroying
insects.

Extremely effective
The impregnate is very efficient and easy to apply.
After application, it penetrates deep into the wood
and forms a durable and effective protective barrier.
It is available in a colourless version. It has no decorative function.

Impregnate for construction timber • Impregnate for construction timber

colores

brown

green
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Technical data

Create
the perfect
place

Water-based impregnating agents and paints
The product is ready-to-use. It increases adhesion of subsequent
impregnation layers and levels the absorbency of the substrate
- which facilitates further work.

create the perfect place • create the perfect place • create the perfect place • create the perfect place

Choose the best product
Stain, impregnating agent or maybe wood oil?
Each of the LuxDecor brand products is unique and intended
for specific applications. Think about the effect you want to
achieve and we will provide the right solution.

Water oil
for wood

Water oil
for terraces

Wood
Impregnation

Njord
wood paint

Njord
Separating
Primer

Woodstain
varnish

Lasure
for wood

use

garden furniture,
fences, pergolas

terraces,
landings

facade, pillars,
beams,
balustrades,
pergolas, fences

facades, sheds,
gazebos, fences,
furniture, paneling

wooden facades,
fences, gazebos,
pergolas, garden
furniture and other
elements of wooden
architecture

furniture, garden
structures,
other wooden
elements

gazebos, fences, paneling, furniture,
shuttering, doors, windows, doors
garden furniture,
paneling, wooden
soffit

coverage

up to 12 m2/l
(one layer)

up to 12 m2/l
(one layer)

up to 20 m2/l
per layer
(on a smoothed
surface)

up to 16 m2/l per
layer (depending
on the substrate)

up to 10 m2/l
(one layer)

up to 12 m2/l
(one layer)

up to 16 m2/l
per layer
(on a smoothed
surface)

up to 14 m2/l
per layer
(on a smoothed
surface)

available
capacities

1l

1l

1 l, 3 l, 5 l, 10 l

0,75 l, 2,5 l, 5 l

0,75 l

0,75 l, 2,5 l

0,75 l, 2,5 l, 5 l

0,4 l, 0,75 l

diluent

water

water

water

water

water

water

water

water

substrate
preparation

the wood should
be clean, dry,
dust-free and
degreased; old
surfaces should
be sanded with
fine-grained
sandpaper and
dusted

the wood should
be clean, dry,
dust-free and
degreased; old
surfaces should
be sanded with
fine-grained
sandpaper and
dusted

the surface
should be clean,
degreased,
free of dirt and
old coatings
of paints and
varnishes

the wood should
be healthy, dry
(humidity max 15%),
clean, degreased
and sanded, it is
recommended to
use Njord
Separating primer
if applied on wood
containng tannins

the substrate
should be clean,
stable, dry, uniform,
free of dust
and dirt; wood
humidity should
be approx. 15%

the wood should
be healthy, dry,
cleaned, sanded
and impregnated
with biocidal
technical
impregnation

the wood should
be healthy, dry,
cleaned, sanded
and impregnated
with biocidal
technical
impregnation

the substrate
should be stable,
strong and ry; old
paint layers should
be removed;
before painting,
the substrate
should be
thoroughly sanded
and cleaned, then
degreased and
dried

application
temperature

10 - 25°C

10 - 25°C

> 6°C

10 - 30°C

> 10°C

10 - 25°C

10 - 35°C

5 - 30°C

tools

brush

brush

brush / roller

brush

brush

brush / roller
sponge / spray

brush / roller

soft brush

touch dry

6h

6h

1h

ca. 2 h

1h

45 min

1h

2h

second
layer

24 h

24 h

1-2h

after ca. 4 h

after ca. 1 h

30 - 45 min

after ca. 1 h

after 4 h

completely
dry

24 h

12 - 24 h

12 - 24 h

ca. 24 h

24 h

48 h

after ca. 12 h

24 h

number
of layers

1-2

1-2

2

2
1-2
(3 for light colours)

2

1-2

2
(3 for light colours)

tips

1 layer - matt
finish,
2 or more layers:
satin finish

1 layer - matt
finish,
2 or more layers:
satin finish

the product is
intended
exclusively for
the protection
and decoration of
vertical surfaces

the product is
intended exclusively
for the protection
and decoration of
vertical surfaces

applying more
layers increases
the gloss, but
reduces the
transparency of
the coating

the colourless
only tools designed
version provides for acrylic products
no UV protection should be used
and is indented
for indoor use only

in case of soft wood
with a lot of resin,
the resin must be
scraped and wood
surface degreased
with gasoline

Acrylic
Enamel
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wood
care
impregnation
ecology
inwards
paint
durability
garden
LuxDecor

LuxDecor is an ecological brand
and modern products for decoration
and protection of wood.

www.luxdecor.expert

protection
stain
oil
putty
lacquer
chalky
outside
house

